Learn the right skills & approach
for the Power Platform
Introducing the Hitachi Solutions Power Platform
Centre of Excellence

Nurture & Grow

Nurture & Grow
Training & Hackathon:
The strength that the Power Platform
provides is the ability for all people within an
organisation to quickly build low to no code
business applications, automate business
processes within and between multiple
applications, data bases and more, it allows
you to build artificial intelligence into your
solutions and receive rich analytics and
intelligent insights through advance reporting
tools. This can be accessed by anyone with
an Office 365, Dynamics or other license.
Further to this there are An integral part of
the Hitachi Solutions Centre of Excellence is
the ‘Nurture & Grow’ pillar. Once the client
has the right compliance mechanisms and
monitoring tools in place to ensure that their
users can leverage and utilise the Power
Platform toolset in an environment that
reduces risk, the next stage is to ensure they
have been trained on how to appropriately
build enterprise ready solutions.

Hitachi Solutions have a “Training &
Hackathon” pre-packaged two-day delivery
offering. This is two days that the client’s
citizen developers, developers, professional
developers and other members of your
organisations will understand different
parts of creating a ‘Project & Programme
Management’ solution from the Power
Platform toolset. The first day focuses on
an organic approach to building solutions
that follow best practice – this is not just
about the outcome of the solution being
built but knowing that the client participants
are understanding why apps are built in a
certain way and how to ensure that they are
enterprise ready.

The topics covered include
the following:
Solution management (creating
Power Platform “packages” that
you can take from one environment
to another).
Data Flows.
Common Data Service.
Power Apps:
Model-Driven Applications.
Canvas Applications.
Power Automate.
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On the second day, there will be a structured
hackathon – where our specialists can
ensure that participants have understood
their training and can apply it. Participants
will separated into teams and work towards
building real business solutions that we have
identified with you prior.
Our specialist Power Platform team made up
of Microsoft MVPs and highly experienced
Power Platform consultants will be onsite to
assist and provide support throughout both
days.

After the initial ‘Training & Hackathon’ it
is important that internal collaboration,
support and engagement is encouraged
to assist with continued growth of the skill
set within your business. Hitachi Solutions
recommends collaborative tools such as
Microsoft Teams and Yammer is utilised
to ensure an internal community support
framework is adopted mixed with the ability
to showcase certain Power Apps and Power
Automates via the “Solutions Hub” offering.

Example
Two-day Agenda

Day one:

Day two:

Creation of a solution through beginner to
intermediate understanding, best practice
driven, hands on learning.

Hackathon – working towards your
real business challenges to ensure that
participants can apply the training correctly.

The following will be delivered:
Prior to the event:
• Packaged invitation and guided, responsive interactive emails.
• Animated 5-minute-long videos introducing the participants to the Power Platform.
• Organisations of the hackathon.
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First Day
• Reference and training lab books that not only walks the participant through the training
but also teaches them about jargon, application development, data modelling and so much
more! This is guided by an experience and senior instructor.
• Understanding of the Power Platform tool set (CDS, Data Flows, Power Apps, Power
Automate).
• Hands on assistance by Power platform focused experts to ensure a smooth progression
through the training.
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Second Day
• Fully packaged hackathon – agenda, supporting applications, judging criteria and much
more.
• The ability to revisit any individuals that may need assistance to apply certain aspects of the
training from the day before and identification of strong citizen developers.
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UK.enquiries@hitachisolutions.com

